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This paper is part of a researchprogram that we have been conducting to better understandhow operators
monitor a nuclear power plant under normal operations. A field study was conductedin a modem plant that
has more automation ahd more computer-based displays than the two plants that we had observed in
previous studies. Eleven operators were observed for a total of approximately 88 hours. The findings
suggestthat operatorsactively adopt strategiesto regulate their workload so as not to exceedtheir resource
constraints. In addition, the results suggestthat computer-basedcontrol rooms require operators to have
more knowledge about the interface (not the plant itself) than do the older analog,hard-wired control rooms.
Moreover, computer-baseddesignsrequire operatorsto reduce the degreesof freedom in the design to have
context-sensitiveinformation, whereashard-wired designsrequire operatorsto expandthe degreesof freedom.
INTRODUCTION

Studiesof operator cognition in nuclear power plants
(NPPs)have typically focused on emergencysituations (e.g.,
Vicente, Moray, Lee, Rasmussen,Jones,Brock, & Djemil,
1996). This focus is perfectly justifiable, given the
tremendoushazardsassociatedwith faults. Nevertheless,the
focus on the abnormalhasled to an unintended side-effect,
namely that there is little researchconductedon operator
cognition during routine conditions. Accordingly, we have
beenconducting a systematicresearchprogram with the aim of
better understandinghow operatorsmonitor NPPsunder
normal operations. In this paper, the main empirical findings
from our latest field study are presented. If we can identify
operatorcognitive activities under routine conditions, then we
will be in a much better position to design training and
interface interventions that not only make routine operations
more efficient, but that also facilitate the detection and early
diagnosisof emergencysituations.
REVIEW

OF PREVIOUS

RESEARCH

Our fist field study (Vicente, Bums, Mumaw, & Roth,
1996) was conductedin an older NPP whose control room
consistedprimarily of hard-wired, analog instrumentationwith
just a few CRT-baseddisplays for alarmsand process
\ \ variables. Our goals were to identify:

a) the sourcesof information that operatorscan useto
monitor the plant
b) the factors that make monitoring under normal
operationsdifficult
c) the strategiesthat operatorsuse to cope with these
difficulties.
We found that thereare many different sourcesof information
that operatorscan use to get information about the statusof
the plant. Not only did operatorsobtain information from the
control room panels and alarms,but they also relied on other
sourcesof information to monitor the plant, including: other
control room operators,written reports of readingstaken in the
field, communication with field operators,and direct perception
of componentsin the field. We also learned that one of the
primary factors that makesmonitoring difficult is that the state
and structure of the plant changeon a daily basis,as equipment
fails, as equipment is being repaired, as equipmentis being
maintained, and asplant testsare being performed. These
changesprovide the backgroundcontext for monitoring
becausethey govern the expectationsabout what is normal.
For example, the identical set of symptomsmay be absolutely
normal if a test is being performed or a sign of pending
catastropheif there is no test being performed. Thus, it is
essentialthat operatorskeep track of the stateand structureof
the plant so that they can interpret indications accordingly.
This task is cognitively very demandingbecausethere are so
many items to keep track of and becausethe context for
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monitoring changeson a regular basis. Fortunately, operators
have developeda number of ingeniousfacilitating strategies
that allow them to cope with thesedifficulties. Some
strategiesmake it easierfor operatorsto extract information
from existing sources(e.g., by making changesmore
noticeable),whereasother strategiesactually createinformation
that would otherwise not be available (e.g., by creating
external reminders). The most interesting aspectof these
strategiesis that many of them involved “finishing the design”
of the control room (cf. Rasmussen,1986); that is, operators
notice deficiencies in the control room design and then actively
make changesto the design to make up for the deficiencies,
thereby facilitating monitoring (seealso Seminara,Gonzalez,
& Parsons,1977). A simple example is that the alarm system
doesnot filter many alarms according to the context. Thus,
operatorswill frequently deletenuisancealarm messagesthat
are expectedfor the current situation from a CRT display, even
though the alarm stateis still enabled. This filtering
minimizes the number of messageson the screen,thereby
increasing the signal to noise ratio of the alarm system.
Collectively, thesefacilitating strategiesallow operatorsto
perform what would otherwisebe an extremely demandingtask
with greatreliability and cognitive efficiency.
Our secondfield study (Viceute, Mumaw, Roth, & Burns,
1996) was designedto seeif the findings obtained in the first
study were generalizableacrossoperators. Thus, we returned
to the sameNPP to observeand interview a different set of
operators. The results replicated the findings of the first study.
Our third field study (Vicente, Mumaw, Roth, & Bums,
1996) was designedto seeif the findings obtained in the first
two studieswere generalizableto another plant. Thus, we
visited a second,slightly more modern NPP operatedby the
sameutility as the first plant. This control room was also
primarily basedon hard-wired, analog instrumentation,
although it had a few more CRT displays than the older
control room. By and large, the findings obtained from this
study replicated the results obtained from the first two studies.
Basedon the results we obtained from the 27 operatorswe
observedfor 200 hours in thesethree field studies,we proposed
a preliminary model of NPP operatormonitoring under normal
operations (Vicente, Mumaw, Roth, & Burns, 1996; Roth,
Mumaw, Vicente, & Bums, 1997). The model is far too
complex to describehere, but we can note that it emphasizes
operators’useof facilitating stmtegiesfor knowledge-driven
monitoi-ing and proactive adaptationof the control room
interface.
The results of the fourth field study conductedin this
researchprogram are reportedhere for the first time. This
study was designedwith two goals in mind: a) to identify any
cognitive processesthat may have been missing from our
preliminary model of operator monitoring; and, b) to determine
if our model was applicable to a more modem NPP with more
automationand more CRT-baseddisplays. Accordingly, we
visited the newest NPP operatedby the sameutility to
documenthow operatorsmonitored the plant under normal
operating conditions, This plant was of the same type as the
previous two, but it had a distinctively different control room
design. Although there were somehard-wired, analog
instruments, most of the information in the control room was
presentedon computer-baseddisplays.
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Observationswere first madeusing an open-ended
methodology. Three different operatorswere observedover
three day-shifts for a total of approximately 24 hours. The
goal in this phaseof data collection was to get an overall
understandingof the control room design,and a preliminary
assessmentof the similarities and differenceswith the two
plants that had been observedin previous phasesof this work.
Additional observationswere then made using a more
structured,directedmethodologythat we had usedbefore (see
Roth et al., 1997 for details). Four different operatorswere
observedon four different day shifts for about 8 hours at a
time. The goal of this phaseof data collection was to get a
more detailed understandingof operatormonitoring activities at
this more modem plant. In summary, we were able to observe
11 of the 28 operatorsat this NPP for a total of approximately
88 hours, thereby providing a comparatively representative
sampleof observations.
RESULTS

In this paper, we will focus on two of the primary themes
to emergefrom our study: a) the role of workload regulation;
and b) the impact of control room technology (seeVicente,
Mumaw, & Roth, 1997 for a full account of the results).
The Role of Workload

Regulation

Most of the featuresof our preliminary model of operator
monitoring were confimed by the results from this study.
However, we did observeone very important cognitive
phenomenonthat had not beendocumentedin our previous
studies,namely the way in which operatorsregulatedtheir
workload to make monitoring more manageable(cf. Sperandio,
1978). This task is accomplishedby approviug and scheduling
work requestsin such a way that monitoring is not ignored or
degraded. To achieve this goal, operatorsmust have a wellcalibrated senseof their capabilities that they can use to set
priorities so as not to overextend themselves. Several
examplescan be offered to illustrate this strategy.
In one case,an operatorwas in the middle of refueling
when a worker cameto get approval to perform a job in the
field. If approved, this job would bring in nuisancealarms,
which would be addedto the nuisancealarmsnormally
triggered during refueling. Thesealarmswould greatly increase
the demandsassociatedwith monitoring becausethe operator
would be frequently interrupted by alarms. Furthermore,the
operatorwould have to determineif any alarm that cameup
was merely due to the job being performed in the field, by the
refueling, or by someother (perhapscritical) event. Under
theseconditions, it would be very easy to miss an important
alarm amongstthe constant streamof nuisance alarms. For
this reason,the operatordecided to defer the job until later in
the day, after refueling was completed. Thus, this operator
made a conscious

decision

to regulate

his workload

by

spreadingout task demandsmore uniformly during his shift
rather than creating a demandpeak that would increasethe
likelihood of monitoring errors.
It was also not at all uncommon to seemaintenance/
engineering staff wait patiently until the operator was ready to
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attend to them. This resulted in a highly unusual style of
interpersonalinteraction, where the operatorwould not even
acknowledgethe presenceof the individual(s) queuedup, until
he was ready to attend to them. The unusual interaction style
simply reflected an adaptation to the operator’shigh attentional
demandsand was understoodthat way by the engineeringand
maintenancestaff, who respectedthe needof the operatorto
regulate when he could attend to them.
There are a number of generic methodsthat operatorsuse
to regulate their workload when prioritizing jobs. Among the
factors they consider are the following:
- what else is going on at the sametime?
- which meterswill be unreliable or unavailable?
- what is the worst casescenariowith respectto the
potential impact on operation?
- how much attention and dedicatedeffort will thejob
require of the operator?
- how much operator field support is it going to need?
- does the job have to be done now (i.e., is it urgent)?
- is there a time later in the day when the demandswill
be lower?
In summary,one of the ways in which operatorscan deal with
the challenging demandsassociatedwith monitoring (see
previous section) is by explicitly regulating their workload to
make sure that it doesnot reach their resourcelimits.
We did not explicitly identify this strategy in previous
phasesof this research. However, looking back at the
commentswe had obtained, we have strong reasonsto believe
that this phenomenonis not at all unique to this more modem
plant. On the contrary, we believe it is an integral, albeit
high-level, part of monitoring strategiesin any type of control
room design.
The Impact

of Control

Room Technology

By comparing the findings from this advancedcontrol
room from those that we had obtained in previous studies,we
are able to develop someinsights regarding the impact of
control room technology on operator monitoring. Our results
suggestthat the primary differencesbetweenhard-wired
instrumentsand computer-baseddisplays lie in two factors,
namely interfaceknowledge and strategiesfor
creating/extractinginformation.
Znterfuce knowledge. The impact of control room
technologyon operators’proceduraland declarativeinterface
knowledge is relatively straightforward. In a hard-wired control
room, information is presentedin a static, parallel form so the
main requirement on operatorsis to know where all of the
different indicatorsare located. In a computer-basedcontrol
room, however, there is a significant increasein the amount of
knowledgerequired to operatethe interface. Part of these
demandsarise from the fact that information is presented
serially. Thus, operatorsneed to know how to bring up the
information they want to display on CRTs. The other part of
the increasein knowledge demandsarisesfrom the fact that the
computer-baseddisplays are much more flexible than the hardwired instruments. The samei nformation canbe displayed at
different time scales,at different ranges,in different locations,
in different forms, and in different groupings. Consequently,
the operatorhas to have much more knowledge about the
interface (not the plant) to resolve the degreesof freedom
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offered by the flexible design of the interface. In summary,
changesin control room technology have significant but
relatively straightforwardimplications for proceduraland
declarativeinterfaceknowledge.
Thesedifferencesin knowledge are intimately linked with
differencesin monitoring behavior. In a hard-wired control
room, much of the work is done with the eyes (i.e., visual
scanning). In contrast, with a computer-basedcontrol room,
more of the work needsto be done with the handsas well (i.e.,
interacting with the computer to searchfor, and customize,
displays). An important question is whether thesedifferences
result in a net benefit or decrementin performance. On the
one hand, one might argue that the flexibility provided by the
computer-basedmedium should result in a performance
improvement becauseit allows operatorsto view information
in a form that is tailored to different types of contexts. This
should reducethe needfor the work-aroundsin which operators
engagein traditional control rooms to facilitate monitoring.
On the other hand, one could just as well argue that this
flexibility comesat the price of an increasein the time and
effort that operatorsspendmanipulating the interfacerather
than monitoring the unit. Deeper insight can be gained into
this issue by comparing the strategiesthat operatorsuse to
createand extract information in hard-wired vs. computer-based
control rooms. As we will see,differences in strategiesturn
out to be more subtle and more interesting than the differences
in knowledge.
Strategies for creating/extracting information. The
implications of control room technology for monitoring
strategiescan be capturedby comparing the degreesof freedom
in hard-wired instrumentsvs. computer-baseddisplays. With
hard-wired technology,the designeris required to make
numerousdecisions that are then frozen into the design (e.g.,
what variables to display, which variables to trend, where each
variable should be located,how variables should be grouped
together,what form the variables should be presentedin, and
so on). As a result, the intended design leavesno degreesof
freedomfor information presentation- everything is specified
aheadof time. One way to think of this property is that the
control room is intended to have only one “look”, which does
not changeas a function of context.
The word “intended” is usedbecause,as we have seenin
previous phasesof our research,in practice things are quite
different. Becausethe control room is not tailored to
operators’ activities, monitoring can be a very diflicult and
demandingtask. To reducethesedemandsto a manageable
level, operatorswill adopt facilitating activities that try to
contextualize the control room to make it fit their needsat the
time. These facilitating activities have two important
characteristics. First, they arc accomplishedby using means
that are outside of those that are intentionally provided by the
designer. At the older control room we observedin our first
study, for instance,we frequently saw operatorsusing post-its,
creating external reminders,opening up strip chart recorder
doors, and manipulating alai-msetpointson analog meters.
None

qf these

means were anticipated

or intentionally

provided

by the control room designers. We will thereforerefer to these
as extrinsic facilitating activities. Second,thesefacilitating

activities have the effect of opening up the degreesof freedom
in the control room. Different facilitating activities are
adoptedat different times, so the control room no longer has
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one “look”. Rather, it is made to have different looks
dependingon what the operator is currently doing. The
significance of thesetwo points can be mademore clear by
examining the degreesof freedomassociatedwith computerbaseddisplays.
Becauseof their flexibility, computer-baseddisplays
intentionahy leave a considerablenumber of degreesof freedom
to the operator. For example, at the modern control room we
observedin this study, operatorscan: decide where to put a
given display, what the time scaleon a trend graph should be,
what the range on a trend graph should be, what form to
presenta variable in (e.g., trend, bar, bar-trend, digital), what
variables should be graphedtogether, and so on. Not only can
operatorsmake thesedecisions,but they can make them over
and over again in the sensethat thesepresentationparameters
canbe readily changedin a moment.
There are several interesting implications that follow from
theseobservations. First, when operatorsare required to
perform a particular monitoring task, they now have flexibility
that they can exploit to present information in a way that
makesmonitoring easier. When this occurs, the operator is
using meansthat were intentionally provided by control room
designers. For example,the fact that the computer-based
display allows operatorsto changethe range on a trend graph
is a result of a deliberate decision on the part of a designer.
Facilitating activities that are performed using suchmeanscan
thereforebe said to be intrinsic. Second,in a computer-based
control room, intrinsic facilitating activities have the result of
reducing,not expanding,the degreesof freedom. Operatorsdo
not useall of the flexibility offered by the interface. In the
control room observedin this study, for instance,there are at
least tens of thousandsof different “looks” that the control
room canhave dependingon what displays are brought up on
what CRTs, and how those displays are configured. Intrinsic
facilitating activities pick out one useful display configuration
from the myriad of available possibilities, a configuration that
makesthe task at hand easierto perform.
So far, the discussionof the degreesof freedomin a
computer-basedcontrol room hasproceededunderthe
assumptionthat the flexibility offered by the designeris
sufficient to tailor information presentationto facilitate
monitoring. Our findings show that this assumption is not
always valid. Operatorsusing a computer-baseddisplay
sometimesalso have to resort to extrinsic facilitating activities
becausethey cannot make monitoring easierwithin the
capabilities afforded by the designer. In thesesituations, we
seeoperatorsresorting to post-its, tags, and paper messages,
just like the operatorsat older control rooms with hard-wired
technology. Even in computer-basedcontrol rooms, extrinsic
facilitating activities have the role of opening up the degreesof
freedomintentionally provided in the designto reducethe
demandsassociatedwith monitoring.
DISCUSSION

One of the more important findings from this study is that
our model of operatormonitoring needsto include workload
regulation as a key ingredient in making monitoring more
manageable.A revised model can be conceivedas consisting
of three nestedloops. The lowest level loop comprisesthe
monitoring activities themselves,of which there are various
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types (seeRoth et al., 1997). The middle level loop
comprisesthefacilitating activities that operatorshave cleverly
adoptedto make monitoring a more manageabletask. These
activities representan outer, nestedloop becausethey directly
influence the performanceof monitoring activities. Similarly,
workload I-egulution activities representan outer third loop that
constrains both facilitating and monitoring activities. This
higher level of control deals with issuessuch as setting
priorities, schedulingjobs, and allocating personnel. The
successof monitoring depends,to a great extent, on the
decisionsmade at this outer level. If operatorscan effectively
regulate their workload, then they will rarely put themselvesin
a position where errors will occur. If operatorsdo not
effectively regulate their workload, then errors are almost sure
to occur, even if clever facilitating activities are adopted.
Newer operatorsfind it very difficult to regulate their
workload effectively becausethey receive no formal training
and very little practice at more “mundane”non-emergency
activities, particularly thosedealing with work order requests.
As a result, they have not yet calibrated themselvesto the
level of activity that they can reliably handle without
significantly increasing the potential for error. Yet the
effective regulation of activity (i.e., ensuring that current
demandsdo not exceedexisting resources)is critical to
effective monitoring.
While the topic of workload regulation has not beenvery
well addressedin the human factors literature in North
America, it is a well-known phenomenonin the Francophone
ergonomicsliterature in Europe (e.g., Sperandio, 1978).
Given its importance to operator monitoring, the topic seems
worthy of additional study.
Another important finding from this researchis the impact
that the control room technology can have on operator
monitoring. Becausethey offer more possibilities, computerbasedcontrol displaysrequire more interfacelmowledgethan
hard-wired displays. More interestingly, however, the
strategiesfor creating/extractinginformation also differ asa
function of control room technology. In hard-wired control
rooms,designersdecidedaheadof time what variablesto
display, which variablesto trend, where eachvariable should
be located, how variables should be groupedtogether,what
form the variables should be presentedin, and so on. Thus,
operatorshave to expandthe degreesof freedomin the design
to make the control room context-sensitive. In contrast, with
the largely computer-basedcontrol room we observedin this
study, the purposeof operators’ stmtegiesfor creating and
extracting information differs noticeably. Becauseof the
flexibility of computer-basedtechnology, information can be
presentedaccordingto different groupings,in different
locations, and in different formats. Thus, rather than expand
the degreesof freedomassociatedwith a fixed design,operators
insteadhave to reducethe many degreesof freedomwith which
designershave provided them. Theseresults show that the
medium in which information is presentedcan have subtle
influences on human performance,another factor that hasnot
received the attention it deserves (cf. Gaver, 1996).

Given the formulation presentedhere, we can posethe
following set of questions to further investigate the impact of
control room technology on operator monitoring:
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1. How much effort doesit take for operatorsto resolve the
degreesof freedomin a computer-basedcontrol room (i.e., to
managethe interface),and how can this effort be reduced?
2. How much effort doesit take for operatorsto expand the
degreesof freedomin a hard-wired control room (i.e., to “finish
the design”), and how can this effort be reduced?
3. Does reliance on extrinsic facilitating activities in a hardwired control room lead to better or worse monitoring
performance(i.e., reliability, workload, accuracy)than reliance
on intrinsic facilitating activities in a computer-basedcontrol
room?
4. What stepscan be taken to ensurethat the flexibility
provided by designersin computer-basedcontrol rooms is of
the type that operatorsrequire to facilitate monitoring?
5. Is there a significant difference betweenextrinsic
facilitating activities in a computer-basedcontrol room
comparedto those in a hard-wired control room?
We are not able to answer thesequestionswith the limited
descriptive evidencewe collected in this research. However,
we offer the following speculativecomment with regard to the
final point. We suspectthat extrinsic facilitating activities are
more difficult to implement in a computer-basedcontrol room
than in a traditional control room. Becausethe former is
dealing with softwarerather than hardware,certain actions are
more difficult or impossible to take. For example, in one of
the caseswe observed,an operatorpulled a flashing light out
of the panel becauseit was distracting him. If an analogous
situation occurred with a computer-baseddisplay (e.g., one
value among the severalon the screenflashing), the same
action could not be taken. The operatorcould of course
remove the display from the CRT but then he might lose
valuable information provided by the other non-flashing
variables. Thus, it seemsthat computer technology can bring
somebenefits to operator monitoring, but somehidden costs
as well.
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